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Article abstract
In English Canada, as in French Canada, the short story has long been
prospering as a form, although apparently in quite different ways, especially if
it is examined from the angle of spatial representations. A reading of
collections published between 1930 and 1980 reveals that the effect produced
is that of a mosaic. This is reflected by esthetic standpoints that themselves
reveal different existential positions, according to whether one belongs to one
group or another. In Quebec, the short story often deals with the issue of
spatial disconnection, the shifting of space itself, whereas in English Canada,
short story authors emphasize movements within space. As a result, the short
story in Canada is a prime forum for the bicultural and binational dichotomy,
as the French-language short story illustrates the drama of a space that eludes
a certain control, whereas in English Canada, it serves to show the elusive
nature of Canada from coast to coast. The Canadian imagination reveals some
of its secrets through the decortication of a genre, the short narrative text, the
construction of which always takes on the appearance of a mosaic.
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